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Accelerate cost optimization
KEY USE CASE

You can’t optimize what you can’t see

CloudBolt reduced an international beverage 

conglomerate’s AWS bill by $36 million in the first year.

You can’t manage what you don’t know about
Limited insights into who is provisioning what, where to optimize costs, or 
how to remediate security issues. With multi-cloud and multi-tool adoption 
continuing to escalate, the future is NOT getting any clearer. There simply 
are not enough “analysts” to manually create, analyze, and report on modern 
infrastructure usage.

The visibility and functionality you need to 
optimize your cloud spend
Stop throwing more analysts and money at the problem. CloudBolt 
framework unifies multi-cloud and on-prem infrastructure to give 
you everything you need to know in one place and the tools you 
need to ensure you’re optimizing your cloud spend.

Buying CloudBolt was pretty much a no brainer. I simply said, ‘here’s the amount of 
cloud spend we have today. Here’s a solution that can help us control it, especially as we 

grow the team more to actually support our expanding cloud environment.’ We looked at 
numerous vendors and ended up selecting CloudBolt.”

- SVP Technology Services & CISO, National Financial Company

of IT leaders have 
limited views into 

cloud cost and 
spend

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

80%

Automatically identify savings

Update info automatically and regularly

Auto-notifications

Corrective action directly through 
CloudBolt

Make recommendations automatically

“



Let us show you how
Ready for CloudBolt to show you just how much you can save?

Book demo
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It takes a framework
CloudBolt offers a comprehensive, award-winning cloud automation, 
visibility, and governance framework specifically built to stitch 
together your disparate multi-cloud, multi-tool, multi-team world and 
bring order to your infrastructure chaos. CloudBolt has systematically 
built capabilities that benefit everyone across an enterprise – ITOps, 
DevOps, SecOps, and FinOps – by enabling: 

• Clarity into multi-cloud spend with robust reporting that 
enables real optimization 

• Self-service IT that truly is automated (no expertise required) 

• Guardrails for better governance that ensure compliance and 
increase your security posture 

• Reusability of proven best practice elements, blueprints, and 
code, stop reinventing the wheel across teams 

Our framework allows you to unify and simplify – today and 
tomorrow. Future-proof your cloud strategy with CloudBolt.

Did you know...
with CloudBolt you can gain visibility, tracking, 
and optimization across all public & private 
cloud spend?

ABOUT US

VIDEO

THE STATISTIC

LEARN MORE

A global research study of companies who use managed service providers (MSPs) found that 
80% of respondents were so frustrated they are actively seeking to change MSPs in the next 
twelve months. The primary reason? An inability to actually see cost savings on cloud spend.

SEE THE DATA

Know and show the money

of IT leaders say 
their MSPs are no 

better at cloud 
spend visibility

60%

http://cloudbolt.io/demo
https://resources.cloudbolt.io/vidyard-all-players/did-you-know-finops
https://resources.cloudbolt.io/vidyard-all-players/did-you-know-finops
https://www.cloudbolt.io/videos/did-you-know-you-can-gain-visibility-tracking-and-optimization/
https://resources.cloudbolt.io/industry-reports/msp
https://www.cloudbolt.io/industry-research/filling-the-gap-service-providers-increasingly-important-role-in-multi-cloud-multi-tool-success/

